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Oal Amity,Briokette de it ~ *. ' "'””¢
Ville,Helga Heckel,Su-ij,

 !
Ann Other,Well women.
WE WANT TO ENCOURAGE to Iqul umugdQ0
write ,prooLuce,draw and M53 K‘ /Vl/\Q,VQ, Q “Q
Print their own material. .5 A W Fa Yce“ M r 6%!»
Please send any contribu- ‘ 0“ Q 0
t1ons,p1cs,photoe-s,letters _ ‘_°.,q)r¢.a L loo °-1‘: Q‘?
.. -O ' .r".'> . U¢1.I"bl0l€S etc. to us,or O v. pi)‘ 6%“ bu beg. Q
better still produce your ' '
own ma.ga.zine.There is not  /
enough anarcho-feminist \ /‘

3stuff around.Contact us
soon!
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STATING THE PROBLEM IS AS GOOD A PLACE AS ANY TO'START,BUT II THE END IT'S JUST THAT,A.$TART.NOST PEOPLE ARE AWARE THAT THEY'VE INHERITED A SITUATION THAT 5UCKS,THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
'THEM' AND 'US' IS THAT THEY BELIEVE THAT THE SYSTEM STILL WORKS FOR THEM.SURE THEY REALISE THAT THINGS ARE GETTING.WORSE AS THEY DISCONTENTEDLY MURMER THAT "THINGS AREN'T WHAT THEY U
SED TO BE” OR "DEAR ME,IT'S NOT SAFE TO WALK ON THE STREETS THESE DAYS",BUT ALL THE SAME THEY HANG ON,MAYBE WITH LESS ENTHUSIASM,BUT A LOT MORE DESPERATELY.THEY DRINK AWAY THE DEPRESS
ING EFFECTS OF THE NEWS,FUCK AWAY THE LONELINESS THAT STANDS SO SHARP AGAINST GLOSSY CONCEPTS OF 'TOGETHERNESS'.THEY FILL THE VOID IN THEIR LIVES THAT IS CREATE! BY THEIR DENIAL OF ‘N
OTHINGNESS'WITH ENDLESS PILES OF USELESS TRINNETS AND COVER THE FEAR WITH PETTY DRAMAS AND COMPLICATIONS.ATvTME!END-OF THE DAY,AFTER A COMPROMISE OR TW0,0R'THREE,OR A THOUSAND,IT'S PR
ETTY EASY T0 SINK INTO THE COMEORT OF IMPOTENCE.ONCE SOMEBODY HAS SETTLED ON THE ROLE OF ‘VICTIM OF CIRCUMSTANCE' ,THEY NO LONGER HAVE TO WORN ON CREATING.NEW,POTENT AND BELIEVABLE CI
RCUMSTANCES FOR THEMSELVES,THEY DEMAND NOTHING AND SETTLE FOR LESS.'WELL,IT'S EASIER THAT WAY,ISN'T IT?" NO DECISIONS,NO THOUGHT,NO CHOICES,NO CHANCE OF TOPPLING FROM THE EDGE OF MUNO
ANITY INTO WHAT COULD BE BETTER.NO NEW HEIGHTS TO REACH."NEVER MIND".CROSSROADS OFFERS ITS REASSURANCES.OF COURSE THE SILENT MAJORITY KNOWS THAT IT SUCNS:WHY DO YOU THINK THEY'RE SO Q
UIET?....IF THAT'S THE THEM,WHO'S THE US?....IF IT'S JUST MOUTHING OPPOSITION IT'S NOT ENOUGH.THE TRAP OF ISSUES AND 'ISMS' IS A TRICKY ONE.THERE'S A HUGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LENDING Y
OUR DIGNITY,PASSION,COMPASSION AND VISION,WHICH IS A REAL FORCE TO BE RECKONED WITH,AND THE KIND OF OPPOSITION THAT IS ONLY A PARADOX,POSITIVE/NEGATIVE MAGNETIC POLES THAT.DO NOTHING
BUT HOLD PEOPLE IN PLACE AND PERPETUATE THE SAME STUPID FIASC0.0PPRESSING THE OPPRESSED IS NOTHING NEW AND AFTER THE INITIAL ADRENALIN RUSH THERE'S THE DANGER OF BECOMING JUST AS GREY
,LIFELESS AND 'NORMAL' AS THE SO CALLED 'ENEMY'.THERE'S NOT MUCH DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BEING 'IDEALOGICALLY SOUND’ WITH SPIKY HAIR AND A DOLE CARD OR 'IDEALOGICALLY UNSOUND' WITH PINSTRI
PES,BRIEFCASE AND POWER.THE VICTIM AND THE VICTOR NEED EACH OTHER.IF YOU REMOVE THE 'IDEAL',YOU'RE LEFT WITH THE LOGIC AND THAT'S WHAT'S FUCKED UP AND NEEDS CHANGING;EVERYTHING ELSE I
S AN ENDLESS FOOTBALL GAME OF SYMPTOMS AND RESPONSES.THERE'S NOTHING RADICAL ABOUT THROWING A BRICK AT A VIVISECTIONIST.THEY ABUE ANIMALS BECAUSE THEY CAN'T SEE BEYOND THE COMPROMISE
S AND DISTORTIONS IN THEIR OWN LIVES,THE SAM COMPROMISES AND DISTORTIONS THAT MAKES THE IE5 OF THIS WORLD START ABUSING HUANS.WHERE'S THE POINT IN THATTABUSE UPON ABUSE;SAME RESPO
NSE,SAME METHOD;ALL VICTIMS.WHAT HOPE IS THERE IN THATTWHAT FUTURE IN CONFORMITY,BE IT TRADITIONS OF HATE OR TRADITIONS OF LOVE1"OH BUT WE'RE A SWINGING COUPLE".SURE AS HELL YOU ARE.L
IVING YOUR EXCLUSIVE,ABUIVE LIFESTYLE,YOU MIGHT JUST AS WELL ACCEPT MARRIAGE RATHER THAN MOUTHING YOUR CRITICISM OF IT.TH PRETENCE OF FREEDOM IS NOTHING BUT AN OBSTACLE IN THE ROAD
TO REAL FREEDOM....AND 'SISTERS',IF YOU PRESENT YOURSELVES TO THE WORLD AS 'woMAN',SUBJUGATING SELF AND BASING DECISIONS ON GENITALIA,YOU'RE SIMPLY PERPETUATING THE VERY BONDAGE THAT
HAS BEEN USED TO SEPERATE,CLASSIFY AND CONTAIN WOMEN AND MEN FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS....WHEN WILL WE GROW BEYOND DIVISION?THERE'S MILLIONS OF WAYS TO COMMIT ACTS or RAPE|REVENGE IS ONE
OF THEH.HALICIO[BNESS,HATE AND THE POLITICS OF 'l‘lACHO',FR(M EITHER HEN OR WGIEN IS SHITTY,UNJUSTIF'IABLE,MEAN AND INCREDIBLY,PREDICTABLY,TIRES(]1ELY,HORINGLY NORMA L.NORMAL|IS THAT IDPET
for demanding nothing/and settling for even less/from ourselves/discontent with what is/we play handball against the electric fence of the death-camp/shouting ouraelvel mute Ihlfl VB ¢
ould maybe breek through the sound-barrier/painting away the pale when we could be brighter than the speed of light/defining hillooka when we're standing at the base of the mountain/d
enying what could be when we don't know what is/wearing the pyjamas of a prisoner before even trying to chisel away at the confines of reason/beyond the perileter there Ire no PPOPS/O

A utside we only weer the shackles and chains that we're too lazy or frightened to reeove/ E ‘
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ally ‘e are tre products of cnn=umerism.
e unwraps t e crocolste I "no 16:1

re one has bougat 1t,unmre[ped 1t/undr-
need 1t,eeten 1t,chewed and s allowed,

focus on sensual l1ps.Stomach —at1sfied.
ou have cha1en,bouaht,con umed-satisfied

one is 'beaut1ftl',1n a field full of
fl'J\.:EI'n and grass,tle sky 1s bloefirne
clouds are white In t e advert sre is
control.ohe is the subJeot,the oogeot ‘s
the chocolate.ohe consumes the chocolate
in a scene of idyllic freedom.Je read the
magazine,the problem page.She is ugly,fat
flat,shy,boring,tall,short,big nose,nide
Fouth etc.lonely...she needs a man to tel
;ierothernise.She is object of desire defi
V-ned by male.3he wishes she had never met
*that man.She is pregnant..,abortion?3he
'dentifies her body with pain.Sexuality
yfdefined by 3ontraception...'Your problem

“Wnot'mine'trust.;.premature withdrawl from experience.3o many discriptio
-ns applied to her sexuality,slut,whore,virgin.3unt.Sexual liberation
of the womb,that dares to be fertilized.Mistrust,feer,feer of rape,as
she looks around her,so many contradictions....
She is at the railway station,a man looks at her(she looks pre:ty).Sne
looks at him,lowers her eyes,he looks at her,his right to look(s:olen
looks)his right to look,she feels beautiful,attractive,detetcned.She is
alone,she blushes.He comes over,starts talking to her,she dismisses him
in a few woris.He goes down the platform & waits for the train.He is
alone.He sits down,he reads the advert;'YbU'LL FEVER QATCS n PEEfTY
PGLLY £EARING TROUaERd'.he wears the trousers,he does the CEtC;iK5.1€
sees the long le;s,the spiky heels,he is told hon to identify i sire.
He is object to the poster,he is the subject that desires the ' gs,
the legs the_objeet.He looks at the countryside,the long arch 7 hills,
the setting sun,the flowers growing in the grass.Diamonds rest T or
her neck ‘This K'has give her diamonds,diamonds are for ever.’ T r *
you have to give(supply)to give you have to work,produee,produce a
object of desire.The man gives the object of the woman's desire to the
woman,to in turn get his object of desire-the woman.Does the nozan
want the diamonds?fihat is he saying with the diamonds? I am a man of
status,I can secure our future.This creates the bond.('last for ever’).
Their relationship is sealed,the more wonderful the gift,tre tore non-
derful you are.The bond,the male female bond,exaggerated,tsisted,zorruo
-ted,crystallised in the eternity of love.Posession but one can only
posess objects.To posess one cannot be active and passive at the sa:e
time.One person acts to posess while the other surrenders.¥hy so zany
contracts in male,female relationships?Jhy so much pain?3OKTRCL.....
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the need to find your own vision.
meat sexuality overplayed,destructive of real sexuality/
sensuality.If we could all really touch one another their

. _ , 1world would really blow to bits.As women I feel we need
time to ourselves to redifine who we are and our own indi-
vidual needs. Recognise the obsessive sexuality we are given
on a silver plate,the pay off syndrome forget the package
deal there isn't one. Infinite incompleteness.......
Sex is just another product ,it makes you a martyr to the
cause of capitalism.hnother eon-adventure,in it all we seek
adventure and excitement,get away from the pressures and we
do,but not for long,because they've sold you the unattainabl
dream,they've made a mountain out of a moehill the 'ves Y ‘taken away the energy that lies behind it,they've swallowed
it all in profit and control.They are scared that we re-
define our boundaries,that we smash their boundaries of
oolour,sex gender,creed
Je see ourselves in vouyeristic terms, we measure ourselves
up to standarde,not good looking enough,not clever enough,
not liberated enough. In discomfort we try and reach out,
normally out of desperation we overcome-out of love we
surrender . Surrendering,that is what is so hard,at our
most naked we are at our most vulnerable,but it is easy to
cover up physical nakedness. Covering up...not getting hurt.
Physical satisfaction like P.E. at sohool,a good run takes
it out of your system.DON'T FU3K'YfUR 5Y5TEM'FUCK TE€IRS£!!
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asEX, HUGS 8 Rock & OLL
‘We all need to escape‘ - but the attempt to do so can be one of the most futile realities
of life. The spectacle that society maintains, preventing us from self managment can
only be strengthened by such attempts. For an example of the spectacle in operation look
at the music industry - a parasitical organisation which has manipulated the insecurities

of people since birth.
we cannot escape by sham revolt - only by confrontation and real change.

Billions of people each year save and sacrifice for a week or two of 'freedom' - the
holiday of their dreams - fortifying themselves for another year of drudgery. It's astupid
con designed to give individuals the illusion of autonomy whilst putting them into a
cage of both mind and body. It is a sick joke - it is a farce.

Well we may be on holiday on the dole, supplying ourselves‘ out of a pittance,with
some form or another of escapism to make life seem more satisfying - the gig, a hair dye,
glue, guiness. Attempts to make ourselves more credible - unquestioning consumption, we
live experiencing through others, identifying with image - a particular music -particular
dress, one brand or another ultimately someone is making money, and it keeps you in your
place, so its the same con. Capital has achieved a total segregation of people into units
and factions. Divided we fall. Rebellion has been almost stylised out of existence, ‘sub-
cultures'of different'youth' wander about taking out their alienation not on those who

suppress them but on similar groups mediated by images crested by egoninfested posers

parading their inability to say anything revolut ionary, Life has become manufactured
as the ultimate commodity , the nuclear holocaust can be soon on our screens ~ we can

witness the ultimate spectacle » the mnihilation of all life. If all the people on the
big ritual annual OND march couldn't have gone ~ what then? Would they have started to
think for athemselves , and realising that it was up to themselves to pntest, done some-
thing significant to oppose warmongering governments, or would they merely have adopted
a different pose.

Of course it isn't just the evils of capit alism is it? Wherever you go w it's the same
- people surrendering themselves and allowing their freedom of thought and action to be
taken away. This is not confined to the world of buying and selling but reflects itself

/f#,»"* in our lives and minds by the formation of relationships based on consumption. boss/norker,

trader/shopper, wife/husband, puntcr/ prostitutes politician/voter. We do not know about

our bodies, and allow 'experts' to toll um what is right and how to be healthy, and let

them cure us. We do not know what makes us happy so we shop around to see what is available
Sex becomes another distraction mediated by image and commodity. Without real liberation

for all people sexual liberation is impossible and self defeating . We cannot be free until
we challenge our incarceration at home and in the workplace and change social relationships
within sexes as W€ll as between them.
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walk down tho stroot; turn on tho tolovlslon; listen to the radio No matter what the goods advertised, thewomen adveitising them live
fllok through s magazine -whstovor you do,whorovor you go,you are up to this set of images, washing up liquid is usdd to play with your
surroundod_by advorts_ LOOK, They Shout, LOOK AT ME! BUY ME: daintily dressed daughter, not given to your husband to do the washing

women are for more conspicuously and froouontly up with, deodorant is used by a sylph sprinting through the Jungle,
portrayed ln adverts than mon’no matter what the goods being not a middle aged woman up to her armpits in the weekly wash, tracksuits
advertised.They have a dual role,centred around the concept of are “er” neatly irenedto Jeg ereund the Park! not wrlnkled and baggy to
attraction=- to attract the eye,to look good and to attract the train fer 3 mareth°n*
customers interest,to appeal to her.The most boring and mundane Yet these images must e1"eY5 be desirable! must Present e Picture °f
artlolo looks good’ls sttraotlvoif; a gooo_looking sotting,and reality to which women are encouraged to aspire. No matter that less
what more attrsotlvo,thsn a pretty women? There is nothing than 201 of British households are nuclear families, tlis is the norm
inherently world shattering in a bottle of shampoo,nothing weleh "omen Sheuld attempt t° atta1n- The Slngle W°men, 01d "Omen,
exciting about cornflakes,BUT,a woman,the more scantily dressed Blngle m°ther| lesbian °°uP1@» are all Outslde the norm, this
the bottor,wlll always attract attontlon_Tho woman becomes golden gloning woman, picture of health, wealth and beauty, which
essential to the presentation of the product,becomes almost a ¢an be YOUTS lf Y0" eat Lh3“a 1"‘ ihl“» V fi lhls Thus Tcmen,be1ng
part of the produot_BUY THIS BED,THIS CAR’THIS sQAp’and get 8 other models of ourselves, are used to attract us to a particular
sultgy eyed woman thrown in FREE}! This is the imp1ication,and image ofi life WhJCh confirms and builds on society's idea of which
no matter how much we may reject the message in our conscious" is €°°d» 8¢¢ePtabl@v and desirablfi. lit“
minds,it begins thruogh constant repetition to impress~itself on
our unconscious thinking.For adverts are not designed to appeal
to our rational,thinking selves,but to a mass of unconscious,
illogical,ill thought out impulses.Thus,in order to sell their
product,adverts and advertisers connive with and reinfoce social
~ly acceptable views,ideas which will not conflict with deep
seated,unchallenged predjudices into which we have been socia
—lised from an early age.Only by recognising and directly con-
fronting these ideas and prejudices can we consciously reject them
including the image of women portrayed by adverts, of a creature to

be bought,usedand consumed like any other product. Through visual ani
'verbal_asso0iation, woman is confined in a position of usage alongwd
with the washing powder, table or food she is being used to persuade
you to buy - constantly discardable, re - usable and interchaneable .

Yet women themselves, if only by virtue ofttheir majority in the
population (52?) are the country's major consumers. That they/we
accept the message outlined above is an indication of the extent to
which they/we have internalised the advertisers view of them/us.
Nethertheless, adverts are designed to appeal to women as consumers
and it is here that womens' second function in advertising lies,
The womih selling you the product is not merely selling you a parti-

cular item, but a set of images with which that item becomes identified
Eat this yoghurt, and you and your family will become young,healthy,
tanned, well-trimmed, entelligent, well-dressed, active, athletic,
and probably blonde. Within this image lies a set of assumptions about
that which is good, desirable, that which you are axpectcd to accept.
Thus women are used in adverts to present and confirm to the comsumer
an image of her ideal sel§,Women as consumers are expected to identify
with women as adverts; they are presented with patterns of lifestyle,
looks and character to which to conform. The ideal woman is young ,
pretty, with a growing family .She has interests of her own, but
subordinates these to the needs of others - buy a convenience lunch
so you have time for a walk, but never sing a couple of cardboard
boxes at your family so you have time to watch a film with a friend.
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Anyone who is a slave

to fashion or adopts
the image of a certain
group or sub-culture,
is a sucker to the
system.

Surely we have a choice
of what we Hunt to wear
don't we?
If we don't like it we

we can always make our

So, you turn to those
people who design ‘origi-
nals‘ .This may seem like
a good idea because the
clothes are well made and
unique(some are even look
-ed on as art,which means
more expensive)But these
people are just altcrnati
-ve capitalists like the
big‘names‘,they set the
trends for ‘this year‘, ‘
‘this season‘, ‘this monfifl

, $‘€=‘!9am_ lbs
own clothes1(Then we may Q ->!.> 3%? %
question where the materi
-als come from.As we live
in a cash economy we
should be aware that buy-
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What about subcultures,
these different groupings
who adopt an image which
states ‘this is who we
aI@‘,’we‘re all rebels‘

ins‘ new clothes/materials Ev @ Q ‘rebelling against their
contributes directly to
the exploitation of the
workers.)

You may decide that‘off
the peg‘, mass produced
clothing hasn't much to
offer and is mostly shod-
dily made anyway.(quanti-
ty rather than quality»)
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High street stores give

a toned down version of

8411/

‘e‘Y\*‘°‘C Q
parents ,friends,society
but buying their ‘uni-
form'brand,new from

So following this fashion usual ?etailerS)an US‘&
market,what you buy,has
built in redundancy.i.e.
this time next year
‘bright vibrant colors‘
will be in,instead of
this year's pastel shades
Who says? Why not wear
last year's brand new
jumpers or trousers?
Anyway what do you wear
clothes for,to keep warm
OR to look trendy and/or‘
show off your wealth?-

THEM s1tuat1on.You may
share the same aims and
ideas as this X group
but you won't be accepted
into it or be associated
with it because you don't
come up to the expected
imagB.That is,THE SUPER.
-FICIAL IMAGE.
The view that if we all
dress the same then there
will be no need to pre-
tend or impress ‘is crap!
The eld saying ‘you can‘P 11- 1; 1:11 1: 1:11  t

tigngpiséto b: tggigrtabia t Judge a book by its
and not deform your body’ ¢°Ve’"is true’We are all individualsbut, what about your socta
social life the friends a1 and should be able toand gr0ups_§ou mi: with_ decide for ourselves
How do you trtat each otle what we want 15° “"eaI'~othe 1,? BE YOURSELF!

BE CREATIVE!
the stereo-
of how;wimmfi1

usually very dull and un— d j ~ LIKEWISE with children.
imaginative especially -1? 5 EE AwARE Qp_____ w
for older men and wimmin. §§; QEQ h,.‘,,@ The exploitation of work

the top designs to > gg Break down
fit in with the image thqr >“a 7 types,images _v _ L
are Putting °VeI‘s“‘hi¢h is ‘ and men should dress/look

If you're not the right 5- *?.

_DR‘E$5I MG» "' ~41’
""“.e1"S,.

size,either too short mu ewes ' The sweat shops.
(cutting off thesexcess T b , \ , p The factory farming of
material on trouser hens) mea: ygugozigfigagii W22: animalfi for fur and
or too large(searching om: pifik and grey-jogging V leaiher ~ ~

p, fr r‘ -ened EXTERHINATION ofsuits and antique pijama mmn3,breeds of wild lifespecialist shops for"
"outsized people) you are
at a disadvantage.The pro
-sence of such specialist
shops can make-large peo-
yplé who are large feel
excluded but it also
points out that these
people aren't catered for
in ordinary steres.

tupfle If you aren't able for
to do this are you...
excluded from the group?
Physically thrown out?
Or treated differently?
Pressurised into being

.4

AFD the threat

'..FASHIONee
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You can make your own e
sponges by buying a lar-
ge natural spomge,cutting
it up and threading some
dental floss through the
middle and you've got a_ p>?~/
tampon. \;@
Try out different sizes ya
until you got a comfort- A
able one. T
Slightly dampen the sponge |
to make it soft before

putting it in.
You might find it convinh*
-nt to have a couple of
them-different sizes for
different flows.
They need to be rinsed Q1

out fairly frequently and
squeezed dry.
Sometimes a combination
of different soakers is
useful -I used pads at tha
beginning of the flow
when I feel too sensitive
to put anything inside.
Then after the first t
couple of days I use spon
-ges,in the past I've
used the diaphragm to .-
catch the main flow. pghas/
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O A full coloured representation 0
‘ of events in a menstrual cycle; 0
O including a sample chart of a
O woman's daily recording of 0

physical changes which signify
O her fertility. 0

Size: 421-160cm. £l—8O + 25p P811).
O Bulk orders welcomed. Contact: 0

Bristol Women's Health Group,
Q 30, Sydenham Rd Bristol nsr. 58;! .
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BLEEDING IS 0,K.
Part of the reason some
women athletes don't
have periods is they may‘
have higher levels of
muscle building testote-
rone. This can mean that
the main hormones making
the menstrual/fertility
cycle are dominated like
hell and so do not cycle.
There can be other rea-
sons whyperiods disappear
eeg. stress, post pill,
pregnancy, breast feeding
etc. p

In the last few years I‘u2
been trying to understand
thi$ part of myself,and
our lives as wimmin.I don
don't want it to go away
and I don't considered it
an inconvinience anymore.
Understanding my fertiliur

means that I can have
more power in things like
not getting pregnant, not
pushing pills into me or
other contraptions.
If you want to find out
more about your fertility
cycle,natural birth con-
trol,getting pregnant,
fertility awareness-

CONTACT....
BRISTOL WOMENS‘ HEALTH
GROUP
c/o 30 Sydenham Rd

Cotham.
01".
WELL WOMEN INFORMATIQN
Thursdays=tel.291010
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Homoeopathy for Women
The advantages of homoeopathy in the treatment of women lie in the totality of its

approach, its accessability, and its safety. Homoeopathy offers women an oppertunity
to control their healing in a way that conventional medicine does not, and is concerned
with thh whole person.

The diagnosis and tthe treatment take into account the _Q;hormonal cycles and emotional
factors. Diagnosis is made after at least an hour of questioning and discussion with a healer
For _Q_ this is particularly important as wimmins' feelings need to be taken into consider-
ation and treated seriously. Himmin need to be able to ask questions and be listened to.
Feedback, discussion and attention to detail have been fundamental to homoeopathy since
its formulation by Hahnemann 200 yrs ago, and basic to its principles and attitudes.
When the problem is basically mechanical and surgery may be required , it is vital that
diagnosis, treatment, and after care be discussed and understood fully by the patient
with plenty of time allowed for full discussion of underlying fears, doubts and questions.

Homoeopathy is especially useful in such problems as irregular or painful periods.
Homoeopathic remedies are made from very small doses of naturally occuring remedies

and have no harmful side effects. They offer what a person needs when they are ill, that
is , a remedy which effective but harmless. Herbalism can be effective but it requires a
great deal of knowledge and isn't as immediate in its effect.

There are several books available which will give an indication of the basics of
homoeopathy - some are listed below.Remedies are becoming more available, more and more
chmists are stocking them, and they are relatively inexpensive.

BOOKS

Homoeopathy for tthe first aider. Dorothy Shepherd

Homoeopathy. Phyllis Speight
T here are several more books written by these two women.
Puddephatt's Primers Noel'Puddephatt
A Woman's Guide to Homoeopathic Medicine. Dr T. Smith
This is a very useful (if expensive - £5.95) book containing chapters on the homoeopathic
treatment of period pains, pregnancy, breast feeding problems, menopause, cancer,trauma
and rape, contraception, sexual problems, and much else.

ADDRESSES

The Britiih Homoeopathic Association.
27a Devonshire Street. London H1 N18
Pamphlets available from here : Homoeopathic treatment in the nursery,Dr H F Woods

Homoeopathy and Paediatrics , Dr-D H Fouhister
It is possible too recieve antenatal care from homoeop thic doctors under NH S . There
are six nhomoeopathic hostpitals in Britain all with out patients and childrenfi clinics
but no maternity units. Addresses available , and details, from this admaress.
The London Birth. Centre
16, Simpson Street . London SW11
Tel. nv. 01-223-7076
They will supply a leaflet ‘giving homoeopathic and herbal preparations for pregnancy
and childbirth.
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She smiles as we reach for the razor to shave our legs,choose our
new clothes,beams with pride as we embark on yet another diet and encourages
us as we spend on creams,hair,make-up and frantically scrub our spots.

For when we have sucessfully completed our tasks,our job will be
done,we dissappear and out she will step a picture of loveliness now
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The perfect woman imege.The s1eek,s1im,smooth,suntanned leggy female.
Mans perfect mate,decorative,coy?sexua11y aware",seductiVe,pOised,
inert,waiting:to be admired,petted,bedded,raised to her object status
and chained there.

Her face,her body,her mindless existence is everywhere,=creaming

“P from the PBSQB Of e pornography magasine,pasted onto billboards,
caught betW@@n P3593 Of fa$hi°R m8gaZifios,trapped in our televisions.

* . 4 ' 0 .'Bu. more importantly she is looked in each and everyone of
our heads.She embodies our guilt for not matching up.

resident in our own bodies.
Pose for the camera-smi1e,those perfect teeth-click.She is waiting

ready,to be loved,ad0red.

Who is she? She is not a rea -b _ _ _ ~ . 1 woman nor a fantasy woman dreamed up
y w1mmin.Sh= , -6 18 & myth,a 1ie,dreamed up by men,

For the sake of this image,this purile godess

W----n--' I03‘

and vomit up theii guilt and their food,
swal]ow_laxatives,torture their

young wimrin are dying Of anorefias
t . .housands every nlght gtlek their fingers down their throats

‘fl (‘EL

Q

bodies with exercise machines to smooth out those bumpy
areas,crash diets, faSting’electrOlyiS,

hours having your teeth,nose,hair fixed.
'5 31W3YsIt ..

lj) uncomfortable often painful and-expensive
O. _U 1 . y IJ L .
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Whv GO wimmin do this?

Wimmin are born into a world where they have
Q little/no control over their lives/bodies.

"§"l"M "°.‘3‘.§§%“ They are baby machines (if science can replace usv an non. u '
\_ he will Wimmin are chained to the home,

b ,__4Py1 -dependant on male pr-oviders.'l‘hanks copomic any rel £2

H *3‘ ( ' : 1 1 *° 8” '. _ O - _, ch areas suvh
/’ . % ) (male) laws which are e.>Pe°3-3113 bu‘ ln

.. 0' /\ O .3 - as II‘8.1'i;I1"d-iaasouth AH”-erioa among many others;
v . \ / Q . V 0 . .. ,/ . 0 - . - _ . - c their only value as cheep'0. ' '..r . ‘ 0 0 0 O I O _

1.171 10 (onlfogn 'ro"no- w¢u.,-rofliumnm now! labour mQ1;he1-s comforts for men-denied a life of their
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Own.
In western civilization wimmin have comparatively

more indepedenoe depending on their colour/class

.but to keep us in check another male law

is brought into playethat of the ideal woman.
The image persists even in the most

liberated of us.How many Wimmjn
T . ' d' ?--

can honestly $33 they 1°‘e that? bo lgs
we've been known to hide under

baggy clothes feeling 110°. fat
 | and hidden our hairy legs under trousers

summer after summer.
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A whole multi-million industry springs up to keep

_winni .-, ." n Permenantly neurstlc

h‘ for the wOnd@F Prcducts
1permanently scare lng

Q them weak and isolated,
it kegpb i ‘! l - 1 to reek ‘I. . ' 'ty.so they are 8 $9 Q 3'“ ‘I’..- 2 that eouals femini .fragile because .

to fight back,cripp1ed by high heels,tight cl0thes,trapned by the image

"Stay youn- an‘ b _ - ,.5 0 eautiful become;_ u» I . 1 e _
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eiistance,b6comes the criteria against which all of our acheivements are_ _
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judged,the end to which all wimmins energy is directed. _
I d like something vaguely repellent, please. "

wimmin are taught to hate their bodies,
that their bodies are their dammnation and their salvation.
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An evil which they must conquer-
Y It takes time t 1
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i want to see it dead

for only then will wimmin really break free
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1 took him aw§[..

They took him away, m baby
All the blood and pain for nothing,
Uh struggled so much, he blind and wet
Pulled into life, red and raw, scrambling in the straw and slime for air,
I with longing, pushing the mighty force inside
Suffering the hot knives to see him, lick him
And feel the gentle desperate nuzzle of his baby mouth

In the fields we ambled
I nudged him up
He shook, but followed on trust.
Baby eyes followed with wonder the butterfly,
He niffedthe air and liftedihis face to the sun.
Explored and slept while I ate and wherever we were
The bond between us ran strong and warm.
Sweet, sweet baby, sweet sun and grass.

Then they took him away,
‘Uith sticks and dogs and shouts
He looked back, pushing against the men, stumbling on the track,
And we called
It took-so little a time
But I carry his fear yet.

The field is empty now.
Sweet and sour grass, such bitterness.

FEW PEOPLE realise that cows have to be subjected to yearly pregnancies so
that the milk, cheese and cream that form a substantial part of the diet of
the lacto-vegetarians and meat eaters may be produced . Many imagine that
the cow is only relieved of her surplus milk after her calf has been satisfied
but hardly any cows in the dairy herds are allowed to suckle their calves for
more than three days if at all. "Dairy calves are now nearly always reared
by hand so that the milk which the cow provides can be sold".1' “Separating
the calf from the mother shortly after birth undoubtedly inflicts anguish on
both. Cattle are highly intelligent, and attachment between the calf and the
mother is particularly strong". 2

111 Ines: 1-pin __ _ 7

I ache for his warm baby touch and silky sides ’M0th8I' and Baby’
I lick the stones, pretend they're him,
And how I hate the taking of his milk, how I want

To feel his pull, and not having it, wish a great choking,

A gasping drowning of milk on those who take it -
Oh a dizzying violence of a yearning I have to see their amazed eyes
Start for air as my baby's did from fear.

Nights are so long H cries echo. B1 who libtenfl?
The oldest among us turns with sad eyes to tell me,
"It happens every year,"
She nods huffing at the grass' ’ Kym Martindale
"And they say we forget."

P. Cleveland Peck in "Your Own Dairy Cow" warns that the cow and qlf
will ‘cry for each other. "It'ssa sad sound, but having .9 houg Cow ,3 aha”
wmna ml/k for your fem//Y, so you /‘us: have to shut your ears". And
J31" 5¢VmOuI' warns "cows. in order to give milk have to have yearly
Z8 ves gal! the calves WI” be male and only some of the others will

I100 or dairy replacements - ultimately you will be forced, whatever
you do, to sell three quarters of the calves for tiref, or kill them yourself"
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What happens to
the alf?

Ready for the Butcher

Photo by courtesy
of the RSPCA

The calves, the inevitable by-product of these continuous pregnancies, have
five possible fates:- 1‘ C} I
l - They may go to the slaughter almost immediately - probably to provide f ..
the veal for'v l nd h ' The_ ea a am pies. rennet used to make most cornmercia.
cheeses has to be takenfrom the stomach of a newly born calf.

2- They may be much more unfortunate for they may go to a white veal unit
to spend the whole of their lives shut up in narrow wooden crates. After the?
first few weeks they have no room even to turn round. They are fed on a
special liquid diet designed to promote maximum growth in the minimum
time and to keep their flesh “fashionably white". They are denied the
roughage that their special digestive systems as ruminants require so they
are often reduced to eating their own hair and nibbling their crates. They
are given no bedding because their craving for solid food would make them
eat it.‘ The old practice of “bleeding"' to whiten the flesh is now illegal but
their iron intake is kept to the minimum necessary to prevent clinical
anaemia lest the meat should be tinged with red. Many emerge from their
crates at the end of their fourteen weeks of existence suffering from stomach
U169" and BWBSSBS. and with legs too shaky to support them as they are
driven into the slaughter-house lorry. The Brambell Report says "Calves
at large are normally active and playful animals".

3
3- The home production of beef has gone up 50% sinc_e the war and
“a recent survey has shown that 80% of the beef produced i5 3 bY'l3l'°dU¢T °f
the dairy industry".‘ Calves from beef herds often have a comparatively
tolerable fate, being allowed to suckle, run with their dams and graze in
the fields until the time comes for the fattening pens and the slaughter-
house, but the surplus calves from the dairy herds are often sent to market
around a week old and bought for rearing in intensive beef units. “Friesian
calves are ideal for extremely intensive systems"? Fed for twelve weeks on
a largely cereal diet, they are encouraged to overeat and are kept closely
confined so that the minimum proportion of the food is used up for their
bodily functions. “There is a danger of poisoning due to overeating".5

To quote from
the “New Scientist" January l3th, I972. “The modern dairy cow leads a
hell of a life. Each year she hopefully produces a calf which means that
for nine months of the year she is pregnant. And for nine months of each
year she is milked twice a day. For six months she is both pregnant and
lactating”. Detailsof the ailments she can succumb to while meeting these
demands make horrifying reading and so do the descriptions of the remedies
used (see the various farming journals). Giving birth is often a prolonged
and painful business for the cow to be rewarded only by separation from her
baby. Cows often cry out and search for their calves for days after they are
taken away. When after years of exploitation her milk yield drops then she
is sent to the slaughter-house immediately. Worn out cow meat is not
popular in this country so they are commonly sent abroad for slaughter.
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4- In these days of artificial insemination few calves are reared as bulls.
A calf selected for such a fate may be allowed to suckle for a period. He
will be carefully reared to produce the physique of a good sire with maiumum
fertility . Not that his physical Dower‘-F. Supefb Th°"9|'l thell mall b°~ Wm have
much significance in the life designed for him. From ten to twelve months
of age he may serve cows weekly, spending the rest of his time in solitary
confinement. More likely these days he will be required to serve canvas
"cows" and rubber tubes. The Ministfll of Asriwlwreramphlet on the
care of bulls advocates an exercising yard attached to his shed with walls of
a type he can see through for "boredom can produce viciousness" an
admission this that animals have a mental and emotional lifel Aged bulls
are often castrated before they are shut up to fatten for the butcher.

5- If female the calves may be deemed suitable to rear as dairy cows. Dairy
calves are removed as soon after birth as possible so that “the cow may
settle down again in the herd", i.e., she is granted the minimum time to get
over the strain of her frustrated pregnancy so that her milk as soon as
possible can go to produce the all important profit. Fed on milk substitutes
the calves’ development is encouraged so that at eighteen to twenty-four
months they can begin the cycle of continuous pregnancies.

Vegans have taken all plea of necessity from all animal farming and thus
introduced a whole new chapter in human history.

K. Janneway, October 1981
(Revision of 1973 leefletl

information on all aspects of veganism is available from The V893" 5°¢l°W-
47 Highlands Road, Leatherhead, Surrey. S.A.E. please._
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In April I read an article in an Italian feminist magazine 'Noi '

‘\-mgy‘\|£. 1>E.c.n>E;1> To SAY
_,.-Q... ~

Donne‘ from a new Senegalese women's organisation. Having lived
for 4 months in Dakar,the capital of Senegal (West Africa) I >NmR
was interested and decided to translate it. It was written by
the organisation and sent by its spoxeeperson Fatouma Sow.
If any other women hears more news about it I'd appreciate being
kept in touch.

. 't d."Senegalese women,like women everywhere , are Oppressed and eX9l°l e

They are oppressed in marriage by their numerous wifely duties;
having having to put up with other wives as well BS the moods
of their husbands. Even under modern marriage laws they are
inferior and silently accept beatings and humiliati0n$-

They are oppressed by motherhood through frequent childbirth and
anguish of unwanted pregnancy. Sterility is feared because it
makesathem social outcasts. Any kind of humiliation is accepted
in order to secure their children's futures. They have their
daughters excised in the hope that they will get on better.

They are culturally oppressed:tatooing and making decorative scars
on their bodies and alienated in their minds from the accepted
morals. They repress their desires,even the most natural ones
to live up to societyfis image of them. Forced into marriage,
even as children,they can be disowned at any time and left to
themselves without support or money. ?apers,radio,TV and writers
paint them in the darkest light.

9

They are ex loit dP e in¢offices,only having access to low and
unqualified posts if th 'ey aren t housewives-a job they have been
prepared for.from earl ck'1dh d Zy ll oo . They provide a cheap labour
force for agro-industry textile and f‘ h
daily work

% <1 1They are exploited in service industries wh th ~33’ \' ‘

, 1S processing,seasonal and *

~’ Jvggl;‘!K*i.
ere ey are the eternal ; fl-ll‘

h¢1PerB»Wh8teVer their competence or qualifications. In times of Q1’ ‘7 P’1&3.p it .L r tcrisis unemployed men compete for the £sI'posts.thinking that “~
women can always return to the home.

rThey are exploited as domestics and prostitutes. As peasants they
.. ‘ .\‘

are super4erplpi2ed,working for years without receiving any social
recognition for their work.



They are exploited as housewives,responsible for domestic work.
a despised task but one which is necessary for survival and the
stability of the family,without being paid.
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All these evils were denounced before Independence by women who
were part of the national anti-colonial movement,which they saw
as one way of fighting their oppression. These women came from
the "educated" section of the female population. Having had the
privilege of going to school they felt the need to free themselves
from customs which went against the expression of their new social
status of waged women. They also thought that independence would
create the objective conditions for opening up the labour market)
for increasing the number of girls attending schoolfor suppressing
reactionary customs. These were the demands of an urban elite}who
hadn't been able to communicate their fight to the disinherited
women in the city or countryside-farmers,workers,poor peasants,
domestics;Al,unwaged workers they didn't feel or understand the
need to free themselves from traditions which gave
them a certain security even if at the cost of heavy physical and
physcological obligations.

With independence the new advantages gained by women in the town
widened the gap between them and women in the countryside.
They tried to lessen the gap but their economic and policitcal
demands remained strongly tied to their own subordination. It's
true that gains like the family code,full wages during maternity
leave,accer1 to certain kinds of work,the creatisn of ministries but ;;qr€?$

.. \ ,_ . ‘

and that with a little patience and goodwill it would have been p “Pi Y. %

\\ ,5.»
for women,have made it seem that the liberation process had begun ifi\‘\§fi[

\\‘/
- \possible to conclude it. But however positiveoafid valid these gains ~ ‘q‘\

have been they didn't affect the majority of women:poor peasants, ‘S i
housewives from the popular districts,and didn't question the
ideological system that organises,justifies and legitimised
women's subordination.

u

alienated they accept their inferiority as natural.
Patriarchy is an ideological system which runs through all the
conflict—ridden human nistory,and has established,structured and
banalised male power over women. This power has been codified by
custom,tradition,laws and taboos and carried on by education,
culture and the division of labour between the sexes,each of whom
Sp€CiuiiS€ in a precise field of activity and behaviour.
Relationships between men and women,both in private Qthe family)
and in public (society) are upheld by these norms. They appear as
a coherent system,essentially above nature,which puts all women
from whatever social class under male control.



It is possible to transform this system and create new relationsnips
between men and women,based onatrust and free from any kind of
domination-politinal,economic,soci.l,cultural or physcological.

Women who are aware of our oppression and exploitation as an
attack on the elementary rights of individuals,have decided to
say 'no' and form a democratic organisation 'Yeewu-Yeewi for
women's liberation‘ capable of expressing our rebellion and our
desire to work for new men and women in a free society into action.

Our objectives are;
1/ to work for the just aspirations of women-workers,peasants,house—
wives,intellectuals,prostitutes,domestics etc.
2/ to raise our conciousness and strengthen our committment to
the fight for freedom,democracy,progress and social justice.
3/ to reflect and act on the economic,social,political,cultural
and pnyscologial situation of women in the pust,oresent and future.
4/ to understand more about the mechanisms of the oppression.of
which we are victims.
5/ to develop a new feminist conciousness made up of the resistance
and fight against all the ideologies which oppress and make women
inferior.
6/ to fight against all forms of women's oppression in both public
and private spheres.
7/ to revindicate,gain respect for and exercise our rights-the
right to work for a decent wage,equal wages for equal work,for
training,health, control of our fertility through contraception
or abortion.
8/ to demand women's participation in all entreaties and political

ec0nomic,social and cultural institutions.
9/ to introduce a female perspective in all economic and social
development projects.
10/ to assert the right to motherhood
11/ Help women to acquire,through specific measures in education
and treifline S¢hemeS.kn0Wledse and o way of doing things which
will enable them to improve their existence.
12/initiate agreements with women on social and economic projects
which will help them increase their autonomy.
13/ encourage solidarity amongst members
14/ Show solidarity with all Senegalese women,abroad as well as
living inside the country,who are victims of exploitation and
oppression.
15/ show solidarity with other oppressed women,esoecially victims
of apartheid.

With these principles we call all the women in this countryjto
gather round 'Yeewu-Yeewi for women's liberation‘ in order to
carry on the struggle which only they are capable of undertaking
and winning."
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WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS TO BE SELF EVIDENT...
— 

that until women are created equal
we refuse to hold mankind’s laws,
ObJ€C[S and positions of power
to be sacred,
and vow to use our creative energies
to examine every alternative available A
1n order to create havoc
and by any means necessary
work to topple the empire that profits
from the rape, death, and
psychological destruction
of 53% of the o ulationP P
of the United States of Amerika.
 t

The Praying Mantis
Women’s Brigade
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